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We represented Totolfino S.A. In the acquisition of 
Elf Aquitaine, forming the second largest company 
by capitalization in the French market. 
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Jones Day. 
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\\urld. \Vl· haw an mh-r11,111on.1l 1 lll'nt ha"· which include, mon th,rn 2SO 
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G lobal Intelligence.'" 
h u kn ' th '"a 
111 1 he confus1n 
~orld o f i11fo1 rnc1t 1011 
LexisNexism 
It'• how you know· 
,_..... ...... _...... ........ _ ................ , ..... ,. ,_ ............... _ 
···-· ._ .............. ~ • ..._4 .............. .. 0 I ......... .  ,. .,. ___ Alt,., __  ~ 
UNPRECENDENTED. 
WHERE IS IT WRITTEN THAT A LAW FIRM CAN'T TAKE AN ACTIVE ROLE IN 
ITS CLIENTS' WELFARE? IN WHAT LEGAL JOURNAL DOES IT SAY A LAWYER 
NEED ONLY KNOW THE INS AND OUTS OF THE LAW, AND NOT THE CLIENTS' 
BUSINESS? AND FROM WHAT DISTINGUISHED LAW PROFESSOR' S LIPS 
TUMBLED THE THEORY THAT ATTORNEYS SHOULD NEVER, EVER ACT FROM 
THE HEART? AT VARNUM WE ARE DEDICATED TO PRA TICING LAW wn 
UTMOST RESPECT FOR LEGAL PRECEDENT. YET, WHEN IT COMES TO HOW WE 
WORK WITH OUR CLIENTS, WE ARE COMMITTED TO SETTING NEW STANDARDS BY 
COUNSELING WITH AUDACIOUSORIGINALITY AND SIMPLE H MAMNITY VARNUM 
HAS MORE THAT 140 LAWYERS ON STAFF AND IS OVER A HUNDRED YEARS 
OLD. BUT NOWHERE, NOT IN ANY LEGAL TEXT OR JOURNAL, DOES IT SAY 
WE HAVE TO PRACTICE THAT WAY. 
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Dance WolO" Hedgehogs Toot, Toft, Toot & Toft-Tricostal Younger Evidence Tapes 
Law Firm 
' I'm a little g1 rly man" Baby Narc expenence 'There are just some 
Good Krier/Bad Krier things you don't do: 
Dawson & Blanchet "It was my fault for not rape, murder, and steal 
bcrng thcrc"-Nick Toft "What kind of other people's laundry 
Mothcrfathcr latin would you baskets." 
Harry Potter like that in?"-Nick Toft -Eric Goodman 
Evan Torment 
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